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Liquid droplets are very simple objects present in our ev-
eryday life, they are extremely important for many natural
phenomena as well as for a broad variety of industrial pro-
cesses. The conventional research areas where the droplets
are studied from various views are e.g. physical chemistry,
chemical engineering, material science or micro- and nano-
technology. Phenomena such as condensation and droplet
formation, evaporation of droplets, wetting of surfaces are
studied in these fields, however present work describes the
droplets in an unconventional way. Here, droplets are con-
sidered as liquid robots that possess some characteristics of
life-like behaviour, and such properties could be applied to-
wards unconventional computing through maze solving or
operation in logic gates. The life-like properties and be-
haviour of liquid robots, namely (i) movement, (ii) self-
division, and (iii) group dynamics will be discussed (Ce-
jkova et al. (2016)).

It will be shown why we decided to use the term liq-
uid robot for droplets that could be programmable and per-
form simple tasks and solve simple mathematical problems
in an unconventional way. The term ”robot” itself is hard
to define, with the most common consideration based on the
concept that it is an electro-mechanical device that some-
times resembles a human and is capable of performing a
variety of often complex tasks on command or by being
programmed in advance, so it can operate autonomously or
through remote control. The word robot was first introduced
in 1921 in Czech famous play - R.U.R. - Rossums Universal
Robots, where robots are not clanking metal constructions,
but human-like. The author of the play, Karel Capek, de-
scribes them as they are made of protoplasm - a substantive
essence of living matter. It is described as ”a blob of some
kind of colloidal jelly that even a dog wouldn’t eat”.

While robots are typically electro-mechanical, droplet-
based liquid robots are chemical and fluid dynamical. In ad-
dition droplets share some properties with Capek’s robots,
even though they have no wheels, no electric power and
no computer systems to control them. They are based only
on chemical principles and they could be made of colloidal
substances. Besides liquid droplets chemical robots could

be made from gels. Chemical and liquid robots perform
autonomous movement through the exploitation of chemi-
cal potential without using predefined mechanical parts but
rather self-organized fluid dynamics.

The term robot derives from the Czech word robota,
which means forced labour. In the context of liquid robots
this meaning is fulfilled. If we consider droplets as liquid
robots that should serve us as we need, any force must be
acting on the droplet to induce any reaction such as move-
ment, division or releasing the content. It will be shown
which forces are involved in self-propelled movement and
which external forces could be used.

It is widely accepted that robots are artificial objects that
can make the human life easier, however the idea of electro-
mechanical robots dominates. We will show, that also liquid
robots presented by simple droplets could find any use. We
will focus on droplets that can self-propel or perform ori-
ented movement in various kinds of gradients and how this
ability could be used for targeted delivery of molecules or
small objects.

Figure 1: Chemotactic decanol droplet following salt in a
simple maze (Cejkova et al. (2014))
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